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Kyoto Experiment: Kyoto International Performing Arts Festival 2019
Initial Artist Lineup &
Announcement of Next Kyoto Experiment Program Directors
Kyoto International Performing Arts Festival Executive Committee presents the tenth edition of Kyoto Experiment:
Kyoto International Performing Arts Festival for 23 days from October 5 to October 27, 2019. This year’s festival will
explore the theme of “Échos-monde: The Age of Ecology” through a packed main lineup of around ten pioneering
artists from Japan as well as countries and regions other than Europe and the United States. In addition, the festival
will also feature an open-call fringe program as well as symposia and workshops related to the lineup, and a “meeting
point” space for audiences to gather after events. In this way, it forms a wide-ranging and comprehensive festival
accessible to people with varied interests cutting across different kinds of genre, discipline, and culture. Moreover,
the 2019 festival marks the last edition to be programmed by Yusuke Hashimoto, who has served as program director
since 2010. From the 2020 festival, a collective of three directors will share the role of program director.

Kyoto Experiment: Kyoto International Performing Arts Festival 2019
Period: 		

October 5th (Sat) - 27th (Sun) [23 days]

Venues:

ROHM Theatre Kyoto, Kyoto Art Center, Kyoto Art Theater Shunjuza, 				

		

Kyoto Prefectural Citizens' Hall ALTI, Theatre E9 Kyoto and others

Organized by:

Kyoto International Performing Arts Festival Executive Committee

		

[Kyoto City, ROHM Theatre Kyoto (Kyoto City Music Art Cultural Promoting

		

Foundation), Kyoto Art Center (Kyoto Arts and Culture Foundation),

		

Kyoto Performing Arts Center at Kyoto University of Art and Design]

Official Program Artists:
		

William Kentridge [South Africa]

		

Yudai Kamisato / Okazaki Art Theatre [Japan]

		

chelfitsch × Teppei Kaneuji [Japan]

		

Bouchra Ouizguen [Morocco] and others

•

Full program to be announced at a press conference on July 11, 2019.

•

Auditions for dancers for Bouchra Ouizguen's work.

•

Auditions for performers for Yudai Kamisato / Okazaki Art Theatre's work.

More information: https://kyoto-ex.jp/home/eng/news/2019/04/25/corbeaux_audition/
More information: https://okazaki-art-theatre.com/info/en/audition
All latest information will be announced on the offical website https://kyoto-ex.jp

Press Inquiries: Kyoto Experiment Office (Yoshimi Toyoyama, Juliet Knapp)
TEL: 075-213-5839

FAX: 075-213-5849

E-mail: pr@kyoto-ex.jp
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Kyoto Experiment 2019 Program Theme
"Échos-monde: The Age of Ecology"
In order to cope with or express confluences, every individual, every community, forms its own échos-monde, imagined from
power or vainglory, from suffering or impatience. Each individual makes this sort of music and each community as well. As
does the totality composed of individuals and communities. (Édouard Glissant, Poetics of Relation, translated by Betsy Wing)
The theme of the 2019 festival is “Échos-monde: The Age of Ecology,” taken from Édouard Glissant’s term meaning the
world of things resonating with one another. Our discourse today frequently embraces idyllic illusions about nature to
discuss environmental problems using such phrases as “eco-friendly.” However, doesn’t the actual response culturally and
politically to the current crisis that exists in the relationship between humanity and its surroundings (that is, the environment)
surely now lie beyond modernity and its objective treatment of nature? This is an idea that emerged out of last year’s festival.
For the main festival program in 2018, I introduced the work of female artists or artists and companies that identify as female.
What this particularly foregrounded was that gender is not only cultural but also political as well as the way in which the
body is seemingly controlled in society by the state and various systems. Moreover, we might regard this as a reflection on
how Western modernity has regulated the world according to the perspectives of the “self” and the “Other,” or “center” and
“periphery.”
Following this, I considered focusing the new festival on the East (as opposed to the West) or on nature (as opposed to the
artificial), but any such approach seemed in and of itself a prisoner of dichotomies, effectively yet another perspective born
from the principles of Western modernity, and so I came gradually to realize the importance of seeing beyond this.
How possible is it to awaken a composed sense of the world in which we are part of it, rather than of the environment
as something objectified and detached from humanity? We will present several artistic practices that help us to envision
responses to this question.
Yusuke Hashimoto
Kyoto Experiment Program Director

Artists
William Kentridge [Music, Art | South Africa]
William Kentridge (b. 1955) is internationally acclaimed for his drawings, films,
theatre and opera productions. Born in Johannesburg, South Africa, his practice
is born out of a cross-fertilisation between mediums and genres and responds
to the legacies of colonialism and apartheid within the context of South Africa's
socio-political landscape. His aesthetics are drawn from the medium of film’s
own history, from stop-motion animation to early special effects. Kentridge’s
drawing, specifically the dynamism of an erased and redrawn mark, is an integral
part of his expanded animation and filmmaking practice, where the meanings of
his films are developed during the process of their making. Kentridge’s work has
been seen in museums and galleries around the world since the 1990s. Opera
productions include Mozart’s The Magic Flute (2005), Shostakovich’s The Nose
(2010), and Alban Berg’s Lulu (2015) and Wozzeck (2017). In 2010, he received
the Kyoto Prize. Kentridge’s Winterreise performed by baritone Matthias Goerne
and pianist Markus Hinterhaüser will be presented at Kyoto Experiment 2019.
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Yudai Kamisato / Okazaki Art Theatre [Theater | Japan]
Yudai Kamisato (b. 1982) is a director and playwright. Born in Peru, he founded
Okazaki Art Theatre in 2003 and made his debut as a novelist in 2013. He won
the Kishida Prize for Drama in 2018 with The Story of Descending the Long
Slopes of Valparaíso which premiered at Kyoto Experiment 2017. Recently, he
has been creating works that derive from a heightened interest in his own identity
and reflect deep insights into problems confronting immigrants and workers, the
relationship between the individual and national identity, and communication with
contemporary others. Kamisato will premiere a new work at Kyoto Experiment
2019. Using the stroy of a certain fisherman as a starting point, Kamisato is
conducting research on the "foreign fish collection boxes" at Lake Biwa, where the
release of foreign fish is currently prohibited. Through exploring ideas of protecting
an ecosystem and the fact that the life of a creature brought in by humans is in the
balance, this work will consider issues of nationalism and immigration.

chelfitsch & Teppei Kaneuji [Theater | Japan]
Toshiki Okada (b. 1972) is a playwright, director, novelist and founder of the
theater company chelfitsch. Founded in 1997, chelfitsch began to refine its
textual aesthetic as that of colloquial language representing contemporary youth
culture with Surprised by Their Hopes, premiered in March of 2001. The works
of chelfitsch have been presented to great acclaim at international festivals
worldwide. This time in collaboration with artist Teppei Kaneuji and co-produced
by Kyoto Experiment, new creation Eraser Mountain will premier at Kyoto

Toshiki Okada
Photo by Kikuko Usuyama

Experiment 2019. For this new work, chelfitsch is taking aim at freeing itself from
human-centered perspectives, yardsticks, and temporal sense, and acquiring
entirely new theatrical language and methodology. Kaneuji collects everyday
objects to create sculptures facilitating collage-like methodology, seeking new
way of sculptural expression. In addition to the collaboration with Kaneuji, by
incorporating a new "EIZO Theater" method that Okada has been working on in
recent years, the work aims for a more multi-layered space configuration and bold
new development in each other's creations.

Teppei Kaneuji

Bouchra Ouizguen [Dance | Morocco]

Bouchra Ouizguen (b. 1980) is a Moroccan dancer and choreographer. Born
in Ouarzazate, she currently lives and works in Marrakech where she has been
committed to developing the local dance scene since 1998. Self-taught and
an oriental dancer from the age of sixteen, she created her first experimental
pieces such as Ana Ounta or Mort et moi based on her interest in film, literature
and music. She co-founded the Anania association in 2002 and worked with the
likes of Mathilde Monnier, Bernardo Montet, Boris Charmatz and Alain Buffard
before founding her own company, O, in 2010. Her interest in societal issues,
visual arts and popular arts in her country inform her work, which encompasses
sound, performance and video. In 2010 she received the New Choreographic
Talent award from France’s Society of Dramatic Authors and Composers (SACD).

A new iteration of Bouchra's Corbeaux will be presented at Kyoto Experiment
2019. Moroccan dancers from Bouchra's company will be joined by local dancers
selected through auditions held in Kyoto in July and perform the piece at outdoor
venues around Kyoto city.
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Announcement of Next Kyoto Experiment Program Directors

Photo by Takuya Matsumi

Yuya Tsukahara: Artist / member of contact Gonzo
Yoko Kawasaki: Producer / currently Kyoto Experiment Chief Production Manager
Juliet Reiko Knapp: PR Manager / currently Kyoto Experiment Public Relations Team

Kyoto International Performing Arts Festival Executive Committee is pleased to announce that the next program director
of Kyoto Experiment will be a collective of three directors. Yuya Tsukahara, Yoko Kawasaki, and Juliet Reiko Knapp
will be collectively in charge of festival programming from the 2020 to 2024 editions, a period that can be extended
by a maximum of five years for a total directorship of ten years. Yusuke Hashimoto has served as program director of
the festival since its first edition in 2010 and the 2019 festival that will mark his tenth forms an ideal juncture to change
program directors and build a new identity for the festival as well as fresh perspectives on its future development. The
selection of the next program directors was made after consideration of the following: diversity of artistic perspectives;
the practical scope of specialist areas; international communication; and the sensibilities of the younger generation.
Handing the reins of the festival over to these three specialists will ensure those issues are adequately covered and
will contribute to the further development of the festival. As various social circumstances continue to change rapidly
at home and abroad, our present brims with an opacity where previous common sense no longer seems to apply. In a
time when the arts may also become ensnared in the immense torrents of the day, surely it is not mere praise of the new
or adherence to the old that will allow us to anticipate “art” and the “modern” more lucidly, but rather each and every
individual must acquire a kind of multifaceted way of thinking. The newly envisioned collective program director system
will be able to respond to the needs of the coming age as outlined above and is a peerless choice of talent to support
the “multifaceted thinking” necessary for the festival in the future.
Kyoto International Performing Arts Festival Executive Commitee
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Yuya Tsukahara
Born in Kyoto in 1979. Based in Osaka. Graduated from Kwansei Gakuin
University Graduate School of Letters Department of Aesthetics. After
joining NPO DANCEBOX as a volunteer staff member in 2002, he began
activities as a member of the performance group contact Gonzo in 2006.
Sometimes seen to be like fighting and sometimes like a kind of dance,
the group has produced many unique improvisational performance works
that appear to ignore existing concepts. Based on these experiences
the group also creates various forms of installation works, edits and
publishes magazines and operates catering among other activites.
Tsukahara has been a Saison Cultural Foundation fellow artist from 20112017 and is also currently co-director of Art Area B1, located in the
Keihan Naniwabashi Station.

Yoko Kawasaki
Born in 1982 in Mie. After graduating from the Tokyo University of
Foreign Studies in German in 2006, she studied at The Free University
of Berlin. She then worked at CAN Inc. and as an Art Coordinator for
Kyoto Art Center from 2011-2014. From 2014 to 2015 she was a fellow
for the Program of Overseas Study by the Agency for Cultural Affairs of
Japan and studied at HAU Hebbel am Ufer in Berlin. In recent years
she has produced for Yasuko Yokoshi, Kaori Seki Co. PUNCTUMUN, as
well as been production coordinator for Okazaki Art Theatre and Uthis
Haemamool x Toshiki Okada x Yuya Tsukahara's Pratthana - A Portrait
of Possession produced by the company precog. Also involved in the
production coordination of the TPAM Direction Program. In 2018, she cocurated The Instrument Builders Project Kyoto – Circulating Echo. She
has been involved as production coordinator at Kyoto Experiment since
2011 and managed many international projects.

Juliet Reiko Knapp
Born in Fukuoka in 1992. Graduated Oxford University with a BA in
English Literature and Language and began working in Japan in 2013
on the JET Programme as an english teacher at Elementary and Middle
Schools in Shizuoka Prefecture. After interning and volunteering for
Kyoto Art Centre and Shizuoka Performing Arts Centre she became
Communications Manager and Project Manager for Music and
Performance at Ryoji Ikeda Studio. She has experience in editing as well
as translation and interpretation related to the performing arts. Involved in
Kyoto Experiment since 2017, she is currently part of the PR team as well
as assisting the director in the programming of the festival.
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